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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Physical properties of the double-exchange conducting ferromagnet and historical background

The hole-doped manganese oxides with perovskite-type structure have long been known as
one of prototypical conducting ferromagnets 11, 2, 31. The ferromagnetic metallic state in
these compounds is stabilized by the double-exchange mechanism [4,5,61 originating from
the strong coupling between the charge-carriers and local spins which are both dominantly
of the 3d orbital character. In the course of the recent renaissance of study on the 3d transition metal oxides, these double-exchange systems have been revisited and their new aspects
are being unraveled. Those are versatile intriguing phenomena induced by a magnetic fielJ,
such as 'colossal' magnetoresistance (CidR) observed commonly near the ferromagnetic
transition temperature (Te ) in the most of the doped manganites [7,8,9, 10, 11, 12. 13. 141·
the field-melting of the charge/orbital-ordered state accompanying a huge change of the
resistivity [15, 16, 17, 18], and field-induced structural transitions even near room temperature [19, 20], field-control of intergrain or interplane tunneling of highly spin-polarized
carriers [21, 22], and so on. All these phenomena are considered as relevant to unique
electronic structures of the perovskite-type manganites in which mutual coupling among
the charge, spin, orbital and lattice degrees of freedom is particularly important.
The parent material Laidn03 is a charge-transfer type (CT-type) insulator [23, 241 in
the Zaanen-Sa\\'atzky-Allen scheme [251, and has four d-electrons per ~Jn3- site \\'ith a
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configuration of t~ge~. As the nominal hole concentration (x) is increased, La'_xSrx~[n03
shows a magnetic- and structural-phase transition form anti ferromagnetic to ferromagnetic
state around x = 0.1 and subsequently the low-temperature ferromagnetic phase undergoes
an insulator-to-metal transition around x

= 0.17.

The crystal structure is also transformed

from an orthorhombic to rhombohedral form with hole-doping (x "" 0.17), as shown in Fig.

1.1 [191. Figure 1.2 sho\\"s the magnetic- and strucural-phase diagram in La'_xSrxMn03

[36] derived by neutron diffraction measurements. According to the phase diagram, this

Orthorhombic

Rhombohedral

system has two orthorhombic phases; one is the conventional distorted perovskite-type
orthorhombic phase (0') and the other largely distorted one (0') due to the static .JahnTeller (.JT) effect.
A conducting ferromagnetic state realized with the hole doping is explained by the
double-exchange mechanism [4, 5, 6]. [n the metallic phase, the conduction band consists of 3d e 9 state hybridized strongly with the 0 2p state while the

t29

electrons are still

localized forming local spins (S = 3/2). The strong interaction (I-lund's-rule coupling) between an e9 electron and a

t29

local spin plays an important role in the electronic properties

of this system. Recently, such a strongly spin-charge coupled state has been extensively
studied in the light of the observation of a colossal magnetoresistance (MR) effect. Figure

1.3 shows one of the examples for such

~IR effects in La'_xSrx~[n03 crystals

[14). As a

model in the doped manganites, Kubo and Ohata [26] proposed the following Kondo lattice
model with ferromagnetic exchange coupling (JII > 0):

11 = -

L Ii,} (c1.aCj,a + Hc) t,J,(J

J II

LSi· 5i

1"lere, S"i represents the spin of the itinerant e9 electron and

(S = 3/2). The Hund's-rule coupling energy SJ H

(1.1)

t

(""

5i

the localized 129 spin

2 eV [23]) exceeds the one-electron

bandwidth (W) [271. r\ consequence of this strong electron-spin coupling is the exchangesplitting of the spin-polarized conduction bands by "" SJH and the spin-polarization of
the conduction electrons '"'Hies from 0 to 100 % with lowering tempera.ture.

Recently,

Furukawa [28, 291 has derh·ed the optical conductivity from this Kondo lattice model

Figure 1.1: Schematic crystal structures of Lal_xSrxylllOJ ill the orthorhombic phase
(Pbnm) and rhombohedral phase (R3c).
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by the dynamical mean-field approximation, and showed that the spectra are critically
dependent on the spin-polarization accompanying the spectral weight transfer from the
interband transitions between the exchange-split bands to the

rude part, as shown in

Fig. 1.4. Therefore, the optical spectroscopy in the photon en rgy region up to above

:::::: SJH is indispensable to clarify the spin-polarization dependent electronic features in
Lal_xSrx1l1n03' We spectroscopically investigate the variation of electronic structure in
Lal_xSrxllIn03 with temperature and the hole doping (x) in chapter 3.

1.2

Charge-ordering/disordering phase transition

As mentioned in the previous section, Lal_xSrxlllnOJ system, which has a relatively wide

~

::::J

one-electron bandwidth (W), shows a ferromagnetic metallic stale mediated by the double-

§

exchange mechanism and a large magnetoresistance (MR) effect was observed nem lhe

ill
0..

Curie temperature (Te ) [101. In a more distorted perovskite with a smaller W, Prj xCa x Mn03

E

(0.3:::: x :::: 0.5) system, however, the metallic (and ferromagnetic) state is no more present

ill

t-

and real space ordering of charge carriers (charge ordering) takes pl'lce below the chargc
ordering transition temperatufC Teo. Below Teo, the nominal wln J -'- and .\In'l- species are
regularly arranged as shown in Fig. 1.5. Upon the charge ordering, d3x2 ~ and dJy' r'
orbitals at :Vln 3- site are alternately ordered in the al>-plane 1301. As the temperature is
decreased, anti ferromagnetic spin ordering subsequently occurs below the Neel temperature

o

0.1

0.2

0.3

Sr concentration x

(T,,,). The pattern of spin ordering below TN is so called CE-type, but a direction of an
easy axis of sublattice magnetization is different with hole doping concentration

J'.

As seell

in Fig. 1.5, the angle between the easy axis of magnetization and i>-axis is increased from

0" with the decrease of x from 1/2, and spins are finally ordered ferromagnetically along
c-axis at x=0.3. Such ferromagnetic spin ordering occurs probably because extra electrons
Figure 1.2: 1I1agnetic- (left panel) and structural- (right panel) phase diagram of
Lal_xSrxMn03 (from Ref. 136]).

(1/2 - x) arising from the incommensurate doping (x # 1 2) occupy

dJd"_r2

in .\In'l+ site

and mediate the double-exchange type interaction among the t29 spins along the c-axis.
The fact that T" is 100\'er than Teo is characteristic of PrJ_ xCa.,1IIn03 system and contrary
to the case of :"dJ/2Sr1l2.\ln03 system where the similar C E-type but concomitant spin and
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Figure 1.3: Temperature dependence of resistivity of Lal_xSrxMn03 crystals under various
magnetic fields: (a) x = 0.15, (b) x = 0.175, and (c) x = 0.20 (from Ref. [101).

Figure 1.4: Optical conductivity spectra as a function of the spin-polarization (,H) calculated by the dynamical mean-field approximation (from Ref. [281).
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charge ordering takes place [I8]. With the decrease of temperature below

1'.",

11

the canted

antiferromagnetic ordering takes place at a critical temperature TCA for x < 1/2 crystal
[31). (This order is perhaps a consequence of incommensurate hole-doping level (x < 1/2)
and in the x = 1/2 crystal such a canted magnetic order has not been observed.) The
hole concentration dependence of the spin and charge ordering temperature is summerized
in Fig. 1.6. Under an external magnetic field, the CO state is transformed into a ferromagnetic metallic state as mentioned before. Figure 1.7 (lower panel) shows temperature
dependence of the resistivity (p) under magnetic fields in the x=0.5, 0.4, and 0.3 crystal
[15). The zero-field resistivity is insulating for all the x-values with an anomaly at Teo, and
an application of ma6'lletic field largely transforms a shape of p - T curve. In the x=0.3
and 0.4 compounds, the high p-value in the CO state at the low temperature is drastically
decreased by more than several orders of magnitude with an application of external magnetic field. By contrast, the CO state in the x = 1/2 crystal at the low temperature is still
preserved under even 12 l' of magnetic field, which means the robustness of the CO state
is very sensitive to the commensurability of the hole concentration with a periodicity of
the lattice and hence most enhanced at the nominal hole concentration x=1/2. The ivIR
effect in Prl_xCa,,},ln03 system is clearly exemplified in a. phase diagram in the magnetic
field vs. temperature plane Wig. 1.7 (upper panel)]. (The hatched region expresses a hysteresis.) As seen in the figure, the deviation of x from 1/2 (discommensuration) makes
the hysteresis grow and the phase boundary shift toward low magnetic field. These results

c~
,g ,.W~~)
z-:LY
~

o)x-O

c)x-02.0.3F

b)x.O.l

d)x.0.3AF

"'~o/@
Z'O~~
zoo

(z. 'h -spins reversed)

<)x=0.4

/)x.O.5

9)x.0.6

indicate the discommnsurate CO state under 0 l' is metastable where difference between
the CO and ferromagnetic state is very small. Under these circumstances, other external
perturbation than the magnetic field can trigger the transition of the metastable CO state
especially in the

1"

0.3 crystal. such

,1S

irradiation with X-ray [321, photo-excitation [33),

and current-injection [20), which are all relevant to the melting of the CO state. We investigate in chapter 4 the variation of the anisotropic electronic structure of the CO state
with temperature and magnetic field in terms of optica.l conductivity spectra.

Figure 1.5: The configuration of the charge, spin, and orbital in the charge ordered state
(From Ref. [30)). Open and closed circles denote ivl n3+ and Mn4+, respecti vely. The lobes
show the orientation of d x ' or ely, orbitals.
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Conductance

10- 1

1.3

Outline of this thesis

10-2
The format of this thesis is as follo\\'s: We explain in chapter 2 the experimental processes

10-3

T
S

for the sample preparation and optical measurements. Chapter:3 describes optical con-

10- 4

ductivity spectra and their variation with temperature and doping level x for the most

-s; 10-5

prototypical double-exchange system, Lal_xSrx:xln03' The optical conductivity spectrum
above Te is characterized by interband transitions bet\\'een the exchange-split conduction

10- 6

bands, and it gradually changes into that of intraband excitations belo\\' Te . We discuss the

10-7

large energy-scale (up to"" 2 eV) transfer of the spectral \\'C'ight with spin-polarization in
the light of the double-exchange model, and point out some experimental results for which

10-8
0

2000

4000
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8000

10000

time (sec)

the simple double-exchange theory can hardly givC' account.

In chapter 4, we spectro-

scopcally investigate Prl_xCa,,1v[n03 system, which shows charge-ordering and disordering
transition with magnetic field. The temperature- and magnetic field depecdence of optical

(b)

spectra and their anisotropy are elucidated taking the spin-, charge-, and orbital-ordering
structure in the CO state into account. Chapter 5 describes the photo-induced insulaLOr-

:a

metal transition under magnetic field of 1.2 T as one of the versatile properties of the

1CP

OJ

0

c

visible/IR laser, indicating the photo-melting of the CO state and the photo-generation of

1()'l

r<l

ferromagnetic metallic domains. \Ve discuss the nature of such a notable phase transition in

U;

'(ij
OJ

a:

0

state. The electrical conductivity '1nd magnetization increase abruptly with irradiation of

1CY

comparison \\'ith late results by other groups. Chapter 6 is devoted to concluding remarks.

1()'l

by:XI!'. r\. Urushibara and Prl_xCax:Xln03(1·=0.3 and 0.1) Dr. Y. Tomioka (J R.CAT).

[n these studies. the samples of Lal_xSrx:xln03 (1' 0,0.1. 0.175, and 0.3) \\'ere supplied

1OS

LL..L-'.-LJ.-,---,---U--LJ...U.-,---,---U--L.w

o

200 400 600 800 1,000

Applied voltage (V)
Figure 1.8: (a): X-ray induced insulator-metal transition in Prl_xCa"Mn03 (x = 0.3)
(From Ref. [321). The resistance is changed with the X-ray illumination. (b): Change of
resistance at 20 K as a function of applied voltage (From Ref. [201).

Chapter 2
Experimental
2.1

Sample preparation and characterization

Crystals of Lal_xSrxMn03 investigated were melt-grown by a floating zone method. The
starting materials were La 20J, SrC0 3 , and MnC0 3. La203 was fired in air at 1200(" for 12
hours before use. 1\lnC03 was also calcined in air at 1200C' for 12 hours to form \ln30,1.
lI·hich is the most sloichiomelric compound in the \In-O syslems. Then, the nll1· maleri<lls
lI·ere lI·eighted to a prescribed ratio, mixed and stirred with acetone for I hours in a 1..);111 mill.
The mixture was heated at 1200C' for 24 hours in 'lir. The prereacted m<lterials mlre then
pulverized and mixed again. After this process, the feed rods was formed to a cylindrical
shape of about;) mm in diameter and 80 mm in length with pressure of 2 ton/cm 2 and
heated at 1200Co in air for 12 hours. The apparatus used for the crystal growth was

,1

floating zone (FZ) furnace equipped lI·ith two halogen incandescent lamps ano hemielliptic
focusing mirrors. The feed and seed rods were rotated in opposite directions at

,1

relative

rate of 50 rpm and the melted zone was vertically scanned at a speed of 8- 10 lTIm/h. 'I'll<'
atmosphere during the crystal grollth was changed with the crystal composition: in

f101l·

of argon gas for x=O, air for x=O.l ,0.175, and mixlure of an oxygen and an argon gas for
x=0.3.
\ leasurements of powder X-ray diffraction patterns showed that all the obtained samples
17

18
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19

were of single phase and that the crystal structure at room temperature were orthorhom-

I Energy (eV) I

bic (x = 0,0.1, and 0.175) and rhombohedral (x = 0.3). A nalyses of chemical composition

titration, and showed the almost identical composition with the prescribed ratio [141. To

0.01-1108
0.OG-0.8
0.G-1.5
1.2-3
2.4-5

characterize the compounds, we have measured temperature dependence of resistivity and

" 3G

were performed for each sample using an electron probe microanalyzer (EP:Vlr\) and redox

magnetic susceptibility. For· the resistivity measurements, the samples were cut to a rect>1ngular shape and a st'1l1d>1rd four-probe technique W>1S used. ~L,gnetic susceptibility W>1S

grating type
grating type

Detector
5i bolometer
IlgCdTe
InAs
5i

gratillg type

5i

Seya-i\ :unioka type

photoll1ultipliCI

\IOllochrolnator

fourier-transfer type
Fourier-transfcr type

Light source
Glober lamp
Glober lamp
halogen lamp
halogen lamp
Xc lamp
syncllroLrOil radiat.iOlI

Polarizer
\Vire grid
\Vire grid

Coleite
Caleite
Calcite
SYlldlrotron radiatiol\

Table 2.1: The way of measuring reflectivity >1t specific photon-ellergy ranges in the preselll
experiments.

measured with >1 superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) m>1gnetometer.
In order to investigate the temperature dependence of the optic>11 spectr>1, we measured
reflectivity spectra at selected temperatures up to :3.0 eV. As a reference mirror, we used
evaporated Au film (far-near-infrared region), >1nd Ag film (visible range). We fixed the
A crystal of Prl_xCa"Mn03 (x = 0.3, 0.4) was also grown by the floating zone method.
Mixed powder of Pr203, CaC03, and Mn30,1 with a prescribed ratio W>1S first calcined at
1050°C in air for 24-48 hour and pressed into a rod (about 150 mm in length and 7mm in
diameter"). Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission (ICP) spectroscopy and chemic,,1
titn,tion have confirmed that the obtained crystal has precisely prescribed stoichiometry.

2.2

Optical measurements

Optical measurements: 'lemperature dependence

reference mirror near the sample within a cryostat >1nd interchanged with the sample.
Namely, all the spectra were measured at each temperature from 0.01 eV to 3 eV and
extrapolated by the data above 3 eV at room temperature. Such a procedure is possible
and reasonable because the variation of the reflectivity in the high-energy I·egion with the
change of the temperature is negligibly small (less th>1n I

% at 3.0 eV).

Optical spectrum: Magnetic field dependence
vor Prl_xCax~IIl03 (1;=0.4) crystal, we measured the m>1gnetic field depenJence of R(-.u)

We measured Reflectivity spectra (I'l(w)) over a wide photon energy region (0.01-36 eV)

at 30 K besides the temperature dependence. (Under 0 T, the temperature dependence

at room tempemture. Typic>11 sizes of crystals of Lal_xSrxMnOJ (x = 0, 0.1, 0.175, and
0.3) '1I1d Prl_xC"xlvln03 (J' = 0.4) ,He ""6x6x I mm 3 and ""4x5xO.5mm 3, respectively.

of R(w) W>1S investigated between 0.01 eV and 3 eV like Lal_xSrxMn03 system.)

lIigh

m>1gnetic field me>1surements of R(w) between 0.05 eV >1nd 3 eV at 30 K were made with a 7

The orthorombic or rhombohedral distortion of perovskite-type manganites is not so large

T split-type superconducting magnet (Oxford) equipped with optic>11 windoll's for infrared

that we neglected polariza.tion dependence of R(w) in Lal_xSrxMn03. [n Prl_xC"xilln03

and visible spectroscopy. The magnetic field W>1S >1pplied along the Iraxis of the Plmm

system, however, it is impossible to neglect the anisotropy of R(w) ma.inly due to the charge,

orthorhombic lattice. We me>1sured R(w) under Voigt-geometry (kJ..H) for 0.05 eV -0.8

spin, and orbital ordering as mentioned before, so that "·e measured R(w) on the [I 00]

eV >1nd F>1raday-geometry (kJ..H) 0.6 eV-3 eV.

face of the J:=0.4 crystal (Plmm orthorhombic structure) and investigated the difference of

It is worth noting here that external m>1gnelic field gives birth to various m>1gneto-oplical

Ir <1nd c-axis polal"ized n(-.u). lYe show in Table. 21 the optical system for cert<1in photon

effects e.g., Kerr or F"raday effect, which Me due to anisotropy caused by external mab'11etic

energy

field. UnJer these circumstances, an off-diagonal cOlTIjlonent of dielectric tensor (Exy(-.u))

r<1Ilg~.

20
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21
Thus, we can obtain both the real and imaginary part of the l(w) from the R(~) and the

O(w). We also obtained the optical conductivity a( ), which is defined as following:

cr(~) = wIml(w).
Table 2.2: The \lay of measuring reflectivity at specific photon-energy langes unde! magnetic field. \lonochromators and lIght sources ale the same as the case fOl the tempelatUie
dependence-measurements. (see Table 2.1.)

(2.:3)

·1 IT
The zero-frequency limit of

2.3

cr(~)

should coincides \I'ith the dc conductivity.

Photo-induced insulator-metal transition

plays an essentially important role. As for the manganese oxide, however, the magnitude
4 eV) region is much smaller than that of diagonal

We investigated the photo-induced insulator-metal transition for Pro.7C'lo.3~\InOJcrystal

part due partly to no orbital moment for the eg-electron and hence to minimal spin-orbit

and explain the experimental procedure in this section. for the resistivity measurements,

[341, so that lI'e may neglect the contribution of fxy(W) in executing K-K analysis

the x=0.3 crystal was set within the split-type sperconducting magnet (Oxford), and "

of such fxy(W) in the low-energy «

coupling

(vide infTa).

probe used in this experiment is shown in fig. 2.1. Temperature and magnetic field were

The details of the optical system between certain energy ranges are summerized in Table

maintained at 30 K and 1.2 T all through the measurements.

Electrodes lI'ere formed

by evaporation of gold onto the surface of the crystal and the distance of the electrodes

2.2.

lI'as "" 75Wn. For the photo-excitation, lI'e used a pulsed Nd- Yr\G laser (wavelength .~:$2

2.2.1

Kramers-Kronig transformation

nm) \I'ith 5 ns in duration, and"" 30/L .ljmm 2

In this section. we explain a procedure to obtain the complex dielectric function (f(;;'))
from R(w).

To calculate the c(;;'). it is essential to 'lcquire information of phase shift

(O(w)) besides the R(~) which is obtained experimentally. These t\\'O quantities (O(w) and

R(w)) are not independent but correlated with each other by a Kramers-Kronig relation

A pnlsed laser was introduced into Lhe

magnet through a malti-channel optical fiber and irradiated to bet\\'een the elcctrodes on
the sample.

(see fig. 2.1.)

for the measurcments of the magnetization,

II'C

utilizpd a

superconducting quantum interference device (SQUI D) magnetometer. r\ pulsed lascr also
introduced into the SQUID through an optical fiber 1I'<1S illuminatcd to the x 0.3 comjJound
at 30 K and 1.2 T. The sample \\',lS fixed just below the optical filler using plastic It'sin.

as folloll'ing:

The magnitude of the diamagnetization of the optical fibcr or the resin is negligillly small

(2.1)
When we executed a numcrical calculation of Eg. (2.1) in pmclice, we assumed the
const<1l1t reflectivity (R ex wO) below 0.01 eV and DrudE;-type (R ex w- 4) extmpolation
above :36 eV. The R(~) and the O(w) are connected \\'ith the f(;;') as follows:

~

VR(w) exp(iO)

=

;«:0-1
0'::\
.
Vl(w)

+I

(2.2)

compared with that of the magnetization of thc s,unple (canted ferromagnetism).
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(O~

x

~

0.3)

Chapter 3

Optical Jibcr

Variation of electronic structure in
Lal_xSrxMn03 (0::; x::; 0.3) studied
by optical conductivity spectra
3.1

Introduction

In this ch3pter, wc investigate the optical spectr3 of Lal xSrxlVlnOJ which is the most
prototypical double-exchange system and discuss the variation of the electronic structll1'es
-...75J.l,m

Fiber

with temperature and hole-doping level (x). To overview the electronic properties of the
manganites of \\'hich we me3sured optical spectra, we show in Fig. ~).1 the temperature
dependence of resistivity (p) in L3J_xSrxMn03 (1; = 0,0.1,0.175, and 0.:3) together with
the electronic phase diagram. LaMnOJ (x = 0) is a correlated insulator with layer-type
(A-type) antiferronwgnetic spin structure [35, 36]. As the nominal hole concentnltion x
incre3ses, the ferromagnetic phase shows up and the Curie tempemture 'I~ increases i1S
indic'lted in the resistivity curve (the lower panel of Fig. 3.1) byarl'Ows. In the region of

To Magnet

x 2: 0.1, cusp structures appear in the p - T curve around Te . At

3'

= 0.1, the p - T curve

shows an insulating beh,wior (dp/dT < 0) apart from the temperature region immediately
Figure 2.1: Probe with optical fiber for the mei1surement of photo-induced insulator'-metal
tmnsition under ITwgnetic field.

below Te , and most of the ferromi1gnetic ph3se [371 rem<1ins insulating. By contr<1st, the
resistivity for

1.'

2: 0.17 sho\\'s a met<1llic behavior (dpi elT > 0) below 'I~. The resistivity of

the met'lllic sti1te at the lowest temperature is two orders of mi1gnituJe sITwller than th<1t
<1round 7~. There is <1 difference between x = 0.175 '1I1d

23

1; -

0.3 in Lhe \'esistivity abol'p ·/~.

24
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The x = 0.175 crystal shows a semiconducting (dp/dT < 0) behavior above Tc , which is

P.M.

perhaps due to the combination effect of the spin scattering in the paramagnetic state and
some random potential scattering [46] or dynamic Jahn- Teller coupling (47). For x = 0.3,
however, the p - T curve shows a metallic behavior over the whole temperature region.

~400

P.I.

S~

Tc

300

0.

3.2

Overall features of optical spectra

§ 200

f-<

F.M.

rirst, let us overview the optical spectra of Lal_xSrxMnOJ in a wide photon energy region.

Lal_xSr,Mn03

Arima and Tokura [38] have recently investigated the optical spectra of a series of LaM0 3

(M being 3d tn1l1sition metal elements) and revealed the character of optical transitions in

03

0.4

the respecti ve spectra. J n the following, we refer to their assignments for the interpretation
of the higher-lying transitions in Lal_xSrxNlnO;j.
We show in Fig. 3.2 the

£2

104

spectra deduced by Kramers-Kronig analysis. As for the

structures above 6 eV, there are three major peaks around 25 eV, 17 eV, and 8 eV in the
£2

103

c: 102

spectra for all the x-values.
The"" 25 eV structure marked with open triangles can be assigned to the intraatomic

transition between La 5p and 5d.

§

This transition was observed to show a systematic

variation with the rare earth element R, as observed in other perovskite series, RNiO J [38]
and RCo0 3 [40]. The structures around 17 eV (open squares) and 8 eV (closed triangles)

;.., 10 1
.:;:

:~ 10°
~ 10- 1

correspond to interband transitions from 0 2s to Mn 3d and from 0 2p to La 5d, respectively

10-2

[38). These assignments are consistent with those based on the photoemission and X-ray

10-

3

•

---

(0 Is) absorption spectra of Lal_xSrxMnOJ by Saitoh et al. [24]. In contrast to these

X-independent features of higher-lying (> 8 eV) transitions, the lower energy part of
shows a large variation with the hole concentration

£2

1;.

To scrutinize the changes in the lower-lying transitions, we show in Fig. 3.3 the optical
conductivity spectra (u(w)) at 9 K in Lal_xSrxlvln03 (1: = 0 - 0.3) in the photon energy
region of 0-6 eV. The 9 K spectra are viewed as r·epresenting the ground state feature for
the respective doping (x)-Ievels.
The u(w) spectrum of the end insulator LaMn03 (a solid line) has tll·O notable optical

Figure 3.1: Upper panel: Electronic phase diagram of Lal_xSrxMn03 after Urushibara

et al l4 : P.I. (paramagnetic insulator), CN.!. (spin-canted insulator), F.!. (ferromagnetic
insulator), P.M. (paramagnetic metal), and 1".1'/1. (ferromagnetic metal). Lower panel:
Temperature dependence of resistivity in crystals of Lal_xSrxMn03 (1: = 0, 0.1, 0.175, and
Arrows indicate the respective Curie
temperature Te.

0.3), for which the optical spectra were measmed

26
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figure 3.2: £2 (imaginary pMt of dielectric constant) spectra in Lal_xSrzMn03 (J; =
0.1,0.175, and 0.3) at 9 K. (The spectra above 3.0 eV were measured at room temperature, and connected to these at 9 K.)

2
4
Photon Energy (eV)

6

Figure 3.3: Optica.l conductivity spectra in Lal_zSrxMn03 (1; = 0.1,0.175, and 0.3) at 9 K.
(The original reAectivity spectra above 3.0 eV, being nearly independent of temperature,
were measured at room temperature, and connected to those at 9 K. See text.)
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excitations around ::::e. 1.7 eV and ::::e 3.0 eV. The shape of the spectrum nearly agrees
with that meaBured by Arima el al. at room temperature [23, 38]. They assigned these
structures to charge-transfer (CT) gap excitations, l~ge~
and I~ge~

---> 1~ge~L

--->

l~ge~L (the lower-energy band)

(the higher-energy one), and estimated the Hund's-rule coupling energy

J" between an cg electt"On and a

29
turns into a metallic high-reflectivity band.
To investigate the electronic structure quantitatively, we derivcJ optical conductivity
spectra O"(w) by the Kramars-Kronig analysis. We sholl' in J:ig. :3.5 the temperature dependence of O"(w) for x

= 0.1,0.175, and

0.3. In the

J'

= 0.1

spectm (Fig. :3.5(a)). there is

spin (SJ" ::::e 2 eV) [38[. The onset of the second CT

little spectral \I'eight below 0.2 eV apart from that of the three major phonon modes. As

excitation shifts to ,1 lower energy as x increases. This is because the occupied 0 2p states

temperature decreases, the spectral weight is gradually accumulated in the miu-infnm'd

129

shift upward in energy due to the change of the Madelung-type electrostatic potential in the

region around 0.3 eV, but never transferred down to the loll' energy region below 0.1 eV.

Sr-substituted lattice [391. Similar effects are also observed in other transition metal oxides,

This is in accord with the carrier localization behavior as seen in the p - T curve fOI' T-O. J

eg., y l_ xCa xTi03 [421 and Lal_xSrxV03 [43]. The lower-energy part in O"(w) forms a gap

(Fig. 3.1). In the O"(w) spectra for the x = 0.175 (Fig. 3.5(b)) and 0.3 (Fig. :3.,5(c)), on the

structure for x = 0 with the onset of O"(w) (the first CT excitation) around 1.2 eV. With

other hand, the spectral weight shows a large temperature-dependem va,riation up to above

hole-doping (x

i'

0) the gap appears to be filled-in in accord with the phase change into the

2 eV, indicating that the quantity that governs the spin-polarization dependent electronic

metallic state. Ilowever, the spectral shape of O"(w) in the metallic phase (x 2: 0.17) seems

structure has a large energy scale. In Fig. 3.5(b) and (c), each spectrum above T~ (with no

to be unconventional, being far from a. simple Drude type even as compared with other

spin-polarization) forms a broad peak (at::::e 1.5 eV for

carrier-doped 1e1 transition metal oxides [42,41,45]. We will corne back to this problem in

These broad peaks are mainly composed of the interband transitions between the 0 2p and

the latter section.

!lIn 3d (e g ) states, but their spectral weight gradually decre'1ses '1nd is transferred into
the lower-energy part, 0-1.0 eV for

3.3

Spectral weight transfer with spin polarization
Temperature- and doping (x)-dependence of optical conductivity spectra

We sholl' in Fig. 3.4 reflectivity spectm for

= 0.175 and ::::e 1.3 eV for

= 0.175 '1nd 0-0.5 eV for

J'

J;

= 0.3)

O.~), \\'ith df'C!'e'1St' of

tempemture. It is noteworthy that there is a cie<u difference ill the energy se,de of tl1<'
spectral weight transfer between

3.3.1

J;

1;

1;

= 0.175 and 0.:3. Such a temperature depcndencf' of

O"(w) over a wide photon energy region is quite unconventional and reminiscent of til(' 1I10tt
transition in the correlated electron system.

= 0.1,0.175, and 0.3 with varying temperature

To analyze the spectral weight tmnsfer with change of temperature (or spin polarization

ft"Om above Tc down to 9 K. The reflectivity spectra for x = 0.1 (Fig. 3.4(a)) sholl' an

of the conduction electrons), we extract the temperature-independem part from the optical

insul'lting behavior: There are more than three spiky structures in the infrared region due

conductivity spectra. In Fig. 3.5(a)-(c), the respective curves of 0"("') spectnl at various

to the optical phonon modes. With decrease of temperature the reflectivity around 0.3

temperatures form an envelope ,1S depicted by a hatched curve in the figure which is com-

1;

eV gr<1dually increases, but little change occurs in the far-infrared region below 0.06 eV.

posed of the lowest-lying points of all the conductivity spectm at each photon energy. It

On the contrary, the spectra for

= 0.175 (Fig. 3.4(b)) a.nd 0.3 (Fig. 3.4(c)) show a large

is reasonable to consider that such a temperature-independent part stands for the 'back-

1;

7:

ground' interb'lnd transitions between the 0 2p and \'In 3d band \I'hich are not affected

seem to be rather characteristic of insulators with distinct optical phonon structures, but

by change of spin-polat·izdtion. Ilere, we define a reduced optic'11 conductivity spectrum

with c1ecre'1se of temper'llurc the low-energy part of reflectivity spectra evolves and finally

(0-(",-,)) by subtrdcting the tempen1ture-independent part (drawn by hatching) ft"Om e'1ch

v'1ri'1tion with temperature. For the both compositions, tlIe "espective spectra above

30
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(a) x=O.l

9K

Tc =145K
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,.'5
G

500

~
b

o

figure 3.4: Reflectivity spectra at \'tHious temperatures in Lal_xSrxIVfn03: (a)
2: = 0.3

x = 0.175, and (c)

1;

= 0.1, (b)

2

Figure 3.5: Optic'1-1 conductivity spectra at various temperatures in Lal_xSrx~'JnOJ; (a)
= 0.1, (b) x = 0.175, and (c) 1; = 0.3. The hatched curves l'epresent the temperalureindependent parts of the spectra deduced from the envelope of the respective curves

1;
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cr(W) spectrum. [n Fig. 3.6(a), (b), and (c), we show (T(w) spectra for x = 0.1,0.175, and
0.3, respectively.

9K

We omitted the infrared phonon parts to avoid complexity. In Fig. 3.6(a) (x = 0.1), the
spectral weight in the mid-infrared region increases with decrease of the temperature. On
the other hand, fig.3.6(b) and (c) (1; = O. 175 and 0.3) show that the gap-like transition
on the higher energy side above Tc is gradually reduced in intensity and changes into the

= 0 centered band as temperature decreases.

W

The Formation of a mid-infrared peak as observed in the low-temperature (T(w) spectra

l

,

G

(a)x=O.l

50K
lOOK

'5
250

3'
It:

Tc=145K

38K
150K
170K

for x = 0.1 is often seen in the spectra of low-doped Matt-insulators which still remain
insulating or semiconducting due to some localization effect [43,41,44,45]. In general, such
a mid-inFrared peak eventually shilLs to lower energy forming an w = 0 centered peak (a
quasi-Drude band) upon the insulator-metal transition with Further doping. The observed
c1l>1nge of the ground st'1te (T(w) spectra in going From

1;

=

O. 1 to x

=

0.175 (see and

compare the 9 K (T(w) spectra shown in fig. 3.6) is consistent with this general tendency.
The localization of doped carriers in the x = 0.1 manganite is likely to come From the JahnTeller (.JT) type electron-lattice coupling (formation of JT polarons) [48, 49J in addition
to the conventional random potential efFect due to the alloying of the (La,Sr)-site. [n this
case, the spin-polarized e9 conduction bands are subject to the splitting (LlJT) due to the
,)1' distortion, as schematically shown in Fig. 3.7(b), as well as in the paramagnetic case

(Fig. 3.7(a)). Then the 101l'er-lying (T(w) band h'lS ,1 character of the interband transitions

'"

A

;~OK

213K
250K
290K
320K
/380K

(c)x=0.3
Tc=369K

betll'een the .YJ'-split up-spin bands. The growth of the spin-polarization lI'ith decrease of
tempemture should tend to increase the spectral intensity because of the effective increase
in the eq c1ectl'On transfer interaction. The feature is in accord with the observed result

1

and nlso clearly demonstmted by the dynamical mean-field calculation for the strong JT-

1iw (eV)

coupling c,lse by :-'Iillis ct al. [48111'ho have taken into nccount the both double-exchnnge
and .JT inten1clions as sholl'n in Fig. :;.8. The band peak energy ("" 0.5 eV) observed in
the

l'

= 0.1 spectra thus gives a measure of the binding energy (Ll.!'r) of lhe ,)1' polal'On.

The spin-polnl'izaLion dependent chnnge in (T(w) For the ferromagnelic metallic phnse

(1' - O. 175 'lnd x = 0.:3) may be interpreted more strnightforwardly in terms of the simple

Figure 3.6: Reduced optical conductivity spectra which are derived by subtr'lcting lhe
temperature independent part (the hatched curves in Fig. 5) at various temperatures in
Lal_xSrxMn03; (a) x = 0.1, (b) x = 0.175, and (c) 1; = 0.3. The far-inFrared region
dominated by the optical phonons is omitted to avoid complexity.
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Figure 3.7: Schematics for the variation of the spin-polarized conduction e9 bands lVith
temperature 111 the double-exch>1nge m>1nganites in the presence (upper panel (a) and (b))
and >1bsence (lolVer panel (c) and (d)) of .lahn-Teller distortions.

Figure 3.8: The temperature dependence of er(w) c>1lculated by considering the dyn>1mical
hIm-Teller distortions (From Ref. (481). The 10IVest panel sholVs the spectra in the strong
coupling C>1se. As the temperature decre>1ses from Tc (i.e., from a bald line Lo a simple line
via dotted lines) the spectral weight around 10IVer energy is accumulated.
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double-exchange model, [281 since the ,]'1' coupling effect is less important for higher-J;

in the 0-(,-,,) spectrum, and is considerably smaller than that for x = 0.175. This means that

metallic phase. As shown in the Im\'er panel of Fig. 3.7, the Hund's-rule coupling energy

spin-charge coupling strength as measured by SJ u IIf is decreased as the hole concentration

SJ u (S being the magnitude of the

local spin) between the eg conduction carriers and

x is increased. The present spectroscopic results directly indicate the crossover from the

129 local spins (S = 3 2) perhaps exceeds the one-electron bandwidth (11') of e9 electrons
1271. Under this circumstance (SJI/ > IV). the eg band should split into two bands by SJI/

strong coupling to the medium or \\'eak coupling regime with hole-doping. The origin of

,15 ~hown in Fig. :3.7(c) and (d) [2 . 291. Above Te , such exchange-split bands are equally

assumed that the spin-polarized conduction bands are of :3cl

compos(,."J of two

~ubband~.

12g

7~

orbital character. Ilowever.

this picture is too simple for a quantitative argument of the electronic structure and the

r\ gal}-like

1"hole character has to be taken into account. In fact, the parent compound La\lnOJ

is thus assigned to the interband transition between the

should rather be sorted into the charge-transfer insulator than the \Iott-Ilubbard insulator

band. Optical

are allowed only between the lower and upper up- (or dm\'ll-)
featu"e in 0-(,-,,) spectra above

£g

tn1l1sition~

i.e., up-spin band 'lnd

down-~pin

the \'ariation of the effective Jwvalue with J' may be expl'lined as follo\\'s: We l1<1ve so far

~pin

bands.

exchange-split bands.

in the Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen scheme, and the doped hole should be in the strongly cl-p

As temperature is decreased below Te , the density of states (DOS) for the respective

hybridized state as evidenced by photoemission spectroscopy 124). The larger 'ldmixture of

subbands is modified in a spin dependent manner: The DOS for the lower (upper) up-spin

the )}-hole character then tends to reduce the effective exchange-splitting, since the eflcctive

band increases (decreases), whereas that for the lower (upper) down-spin band decreases

antiferromagnetic exchange coupling between the Mn local spin (S - 2) 'lnd )}-hole spin is

(increases) with increase of the net magnetization. At T = 0, the exchange-split bands turn

mediated by the second order process and should be much reduced ,1S compared with the

into two completely spin-polarized bands, bet\\'een which the optical transitions are forbid-

bMe Jwvalue. As evidenced by a fairly large (by:::: 1 eV) red shift of the 4 eV charge-

den. Therefore, the spectral weight of the inlerband transitions between the exchange-split

transfer band shown in Fig. 3.3, the Sr-doping uJHhifts the 0 2)1 state in general and

b<lnds is decreased, while that of the inlmband excitation within the lower up-spin band

increases the 0 2p hole character for the conduction band. Thus, the effective exchange

gradually grows up. The spectral \\'eight transfer \\'ith decrease of temperature as seen in

splitting of the spin-polarized conduction b'lnd is nominally screened and reduced with

Fig. :3.6(b) 'lnd (c) can be interpreted as from the interband transitions to the intraband

hole-doping ]'. even though the bMe Jwvalue is le'lst changed by hole-doping.

oncs. Such an uncol1\'entional variation of the optical spectra \\'ith spin polarization (or
with tcmpen1ture) thus arises from the strong spin (12g)-electron (c g ) coupling (SJ u > II')
chan1cteristic of the doped mangatlitc system.
Keeping the above in mind, let us sec in more detail the T- and J'-dependent changes in

0-(,-,,) spectra for the metallic J' - O. J 75 and x = 0.3 crystals.

r\S

clearly seen in Fig. 3.6, the

3.3.2

Coherent versus incoherent part in low energy part of
optical spectra

We sho\\' in Fig. 3.9

<1

magnification of iT(w) for J' - 0.175 in the low-energy region. With

decl'eHse of temperature, the conductivity at 0.05-0.1 eV is increased nearly independently

energy scale of the spectral weight transfer is decreasing with hole doping. The peak energy

of photon energy.

of the upper exchange-split band in 0-(,-,,) should approximately correspond to SJI/ (in the

decrease of photon energy indicating presense of H Orude peak characteristic of the metHllic

definition of J u byeq. (I)) 1291. For]' - 0.175, SJ u :::: 2 eV, which is consistent with the

st<lte. The \'Hlue of dc conductivity 0-(0) at 9 K is 2.6 x 10J

estinwte bHsed on the opticH! spectrum of L'l\lnOJ [381. 13ut the effective value of SJ u is

comp,u-'lble to thHt obtHined by extrapolating the u(w) spectl'llm.

estilTlHted HS :::: 0.9 eV for ].

0.:3 by t"king the pe'lk position of the intel'band tnlllsitions

By contrast, the 9K spectrulTl below 0.05 eV steeply incre'lses \\'ith

n

I cm

I

(see Fig. :l.I), Hnd

Such a Orude p,u't is observed notably as \\'ell in the iT("') spectra of ]. = 0':3. as

~ho\\'n
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Figure 3.9: Low-energy 1J<.rts of optical conductivity spectra in Lal_rSrrMn03 (x = 0.175)
at various temperatures.

Figure 3.10: Low-energy parts of optical conductivity spectra in L"I_rSrrMnOJ (1: = 0.3)
at 130-380 K (a) and at 9-130 K (b).
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in Fig. 3.1O(a) and (b). As temperature is decreased, the conductivity is at first increased
belowO.] eV from 380 K to 130 K (see Fig. 3.1O(a)), but rather decreased when temperature
is further lowered below 130 K (see Fig. 3.1O(b)). The observed spectral change reminds us
of the infrared feature of the c-axis spectra of the cuprate superconductors in \\'hich a(....,)
is supressed with decrease of temperature giving rise to a 8 -function peak below

T~

3000.---.--.----,--.,---,-.---,--.----,----,

[501.

The value of the dc conductivity from the resistivity measurements (a(O) ::::: ]0 4 n-1cm- 1

Lal-xSrxMn03
x=0.175

at 9 K) is much larger than the value of a(w) at w = 0.0] eV, the smallest energy in the
present spectra. The major spectral weight of the coherent part is likely to lie in even a
lower-energy region than the one displayed here.

'I-----

9K

E

u

The Drude weight was estimated by the fitting procedure with use of the dielectric
function of Drude form plus Lorentz oscillators [5]],

'I

expo

~ 2000

cal.

.c

(3.])

:~

u
;oj

-0

c:

As for the Drude form, we <1dopt the dc conductivity (cf. Fig. 3.]) <1S a(w

-+

0) value

<1nd hence the fitting p<1r<1meter is the sC'1ttering rate, I'D. We exemplify in Fig. 3.11 the
result of filling for the

J'

0.175 crystal ,It 9 K. The calcul'1ted curve shown by a solid line

o
U

]

1000

0.

o

repmduces the experiment<11 spectrum (open circles).
r\mong the decomposed components used in the fitting procedure, the Drude (coherent)
'1nd incoherent parts are displayed by a dotted and dashed line, respectively. (The remaining p<1rt is due to the optical phonon modes.) We defined the Drude weight D as area of
the Drude part.
We may deduce the spectral \\'eight of the inner-gap absorption, i.e., summation of the
coherent (Drude) <1nd incoherent parts, which is defined by the following relation;

(3.2)

Ilere, ,Y represents the number of formul<1 units (i.e., the number of \In <1toms) per unit
volume. For the cutoff energy h....,c, \\'e choose the energy <1l which the reduced optical conductivity a(....,) shows <1 \I'ell-defined minimum m<1king ,I distinction between the interb<1nd

o

0.05

0.1

Photon Energy (eV)
Figure 3.]]; The p<1!"<\Ineter-fitted result (a solid line) of optical conductivity spectrum
at 9 K (open circles) in Lal_xSrxMn03 (1: = 0.175) using the Drude-Lorentz model (see
text). The calcul"ted Drude '1nd incoherent part <1re shown by a dotted and d"shed line,
respectively.
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and intraband excitations (see Fig. 3.6). We show in Fig. 3.12(a) and (b), the temperature

ileff (open circle) in 3; = 0.175
= 0.3 excludes the T-independent

dependence of the two parameters D (closed circle) and
(a) and x

= 0.3

(b), respectively. [:\ote that .\Ieff for x

contribution because of the aforementioned subtraction procedure. For

1;

= 0.3, the para-

magnetic phase above Te is metallic and the total spectral weight of the incoherent part
should be considered as sum of the T-dependent
~

iVeff

and the background part (perhaps

La1-xSrxMn03

0.0:3 judging from the original spectrum in Fig. 3.5).1 For reference, we also show the

1.0

temperature dependence of square of the normalized ferromagnetic magnetization (111/.I1s f

1.0
0.03

in the figure. (The measurements of l\l[ were performed under a magnetic field of 0.05 1'.)

::::: :1.5/LB in

3; -

proportional to (M/M s )2
r\S

q

0

0.:3). The calculation by the dynamical mean-field approximation [291

indicates that the weight of intraband excitations within the 101l'er exchange-split band is

D'Q

0,

.\Is is the saturated magnetiZ<1tion at the lowest temperature (::::: 4.0/L8 in x = 0.175 and

~ 0.04

b

(~

(M/M s?
~

C)~

clearly seen, the tcmpcrature variation of Neff is quite different from that of (1\1[/1I1s )2:

Evcn in the lower-temperature region where (M/M s )2 is almost saturated,
ch'lIlging, in particul>1f' for

3'

Neff

keeps on

0.02

0.01

0.175. Such a contradiction to the prediction by the simple

double-exchange model implies that some large-energy scale carrier-scattering mechanism
other than the spin nuctuation ITl>ly survive down to much lower temperatures than Te ·
Anomalously small Drude weight as estimated by the aforementioned procedure may
also be relev'1nt to such a carrier-sc'1ttering. The Drude weight D is as small as ::::: 0.012
C)1'en for the 101l'cst temperature spectra for both x

= 0.175 and x = 0.3.

For l'

a

100

200

T(K)

300

0.0

a

200

T(K)

= 0.1705, the

Drude lI'eight is ::::: I 5.\·Clf. In a simple Drude model, D ex n/m'. n being carrier number
per \In site. and

71/'

effective nl>lSS in unit of mo (bme mass). Then m' is estimated

to be::::: O. providL"] th'1t the effectil'e carrier density n ::::: I ,1S given by measuremenL of
(ordinary) Iiall coefficient [521. Ilowever, such an enormously heavy mass as deril'ed by this
simplified interpretation appears to be incompatible with the results of electronic specific
heat me'1surements by I<umagai cl al. [531: The conventional low-temperature T-linear
specific heat is observ(,,] f
6l1lJ/mol

1<2,

I'

the mctallic phase (3;

2 0.17) and the coefficient, is 5-

being ne'1r1y independent of 3;. The value is typical of the least-renonnalized

Figure 3.12: Temperature dependence of the inner-gap absorption .Neff (open circles) and
Drude weight D (closed circles) in Lal_:rSr:rMn03 for x = 0.175 (a) and 3; = 0.3 (b) (see
text). Broken lines are merely a guide to the eyes. The solid line shows the temperature
dependence of square of the normalized ferronl>lgnetic magnetization (M/ Jlfs )2, Ms being
the saturated magnetization ('1.0/L8 for x = 0.175 and 3.5/LB for 1; = 0.3) "t the lowest
temperature.
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band mass (2 - 3mo). The behavior is also contrasted by the critically x-dependent mass

dx 2_ y 2 orbitals and the resultant two-dimensional electronic character is enhanced but can

44

renormalization as observed in the case of doped Mott insulators, such as La'_xSrxTi0 3 [541.

be disordered down to low temperature. The internal consistency and discrepancy among

It is worth noting here that the apparently very small Drude weight against the dominant

the results of various measurements should be further investigated to unravel the nature

incoherent-part is quite consistent with the valence-electron photoemission spectra of the

of this intriguing novel metallic state.

relevant manganites in which the unconventionally small spectral weight is barely observed
at the fermi level [24,55]. Nevertheless, these spectroscopic observations cannot be simply
related to the other low-energy transport and thermodynamical properties, e.g., in terms
of the simple Brinkman-Rice picture [56].

3.4

Summary

To unravel the electronic structure in Lal_xSrxMn03 and its variaLion with band filling

The peculiar behaviors observed in the low-energy optical spectra which cannot be ex-

(or hole concentration x) and temperature (or the averaged spin-pol'lrization of the con-

plained by the simple double-exchange model or by the conventional Fermi-liquid picture

duction holes), we have systematically investigated the optical conductivity spectra for

are summer'ized as follows;

single crystals with

(1) The low-energy spectr,' are composed mostly of the incoherent part and lightly (about
20-30% in fraction) of the Drude response,

1;

= 0.1 (insulating even below 1~), 0.175 (barely metallic below 1~

but semiconducting above Te ), and 0.3 (metallic). For the

1; -

0.1 crystal, the spectral

intensity is accumulated in the mid-infrared region with decrease of temperature belo,,'

1~

(2) The low-energy spectral weight composed of both the incoherent and coherent parts

but never comes close to the zero-energy reflecting the insulating ground state. ,\ typical

shows the persistent temperalure dependence even in the low-temperature region where

energy (0.5 eV) of the mid-infr'1red band is consider'ed as mpresenting the binding energy

the conduction eleclrons (or holes) Me almost fully spin-polarized,

of the polarons which may arise from the Jahn-Teller or relevant electron-oroital coupling.

0) The small Drude weight arises from neither the heavy efrective mass nor the small
carrier density.
r\t present, ,,'e have no definite scenario for explanation of all the above observations,

In the metallic crystals,

J.:

= 0.175 and 0.3, on the other hand, the conductivity specu"l

sholl' a critically tempemture-dependent transfer of the spectral weight from the interi>and
excitation part to the intraband one relating to the exchange-split conduction oalHJs. The

yel may speculate possible origins for the strong carrier scattering. One is to invoke the

energy scale of the spectral weight transfer corresponds to the elrective splitting of the

dynamical Jahn- Teller efrect, The persistent Jahn-Teller distortion may result in the for-

spin-polarized conduction band due to the large Ilund's-rule coupling energy exceeding the

mation of small polarons "'hich are barely mobile even at low temperature, The minimal

bandwidth; approximately 2 eV for x = 0.175 and 0.9 eV for

Dnlde weight. the dominant incoherent part, 'lnd their persistent temperature-dependence

dependent change of the band splitting energy is perh'lps ascribed lO the incre'lsing p-hole

might be explained by this hypothesis, but the seemingly unrenormalized I might hardly

ChM'lcter "'ith x,

J;

= O.T The oosen'eel

J'-

be r·econciled. r\nother possible mechanism may be related to the orbital degree of freedom

The intra band transitions in the metallic phase, which dominate the spectrum up to:::::

in the eg conduction sl"te, The orbital may show the strong correlation and fluctuation

eV, is far from the conventional Drude spectrum but should mostly be considered as an inco-

j

even in the "Imost fully spin-polarized state, As an origin of the anomalous metallic state

her'ent parl. In fact, the real Drude part is discernible below 0.04 eV but "'ith anomalously

of La'_TSr'T~'lnOJ as observed here. Ishihara, Yaman'llw, and i\agaos,' [57[ have recently

sITwlI spectral weight (roughly 1/5 of the total intrab"nd spectral "'eight). The spectral

proposed the concept of the orbital liquid in which the 'feITomagnetic' correlation of the

"'eight of the incoherent plus coherent parts grows lI'ilh the spin-polarization

,15

expected
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from the exchange-split band feature. However, the spectral weight keeps on changing in
a sufficiently low temperature region (say below 50K) in which the spin-polarization (or
ferromagnetic magnetization) nearly saturates. These features may indicate the presence of
the strong carrier scattering process other than the spin-fluctuation being persistent down
to 10"· temperature. Such a strong carrier scattering mechanism may also be responsible for

Chapter 4

the squeezed Drude weight. This is inherently not included in the simple double exchange
model ,md perhaps relevant to the orbital degree of freedom of the cg spin-polarized electrons (or holes) or to the resultant dynamical Jahn-Teller coupling. The anomalously small
Drude weight is simply related neither to heavy carrier mass nor to small carrier density,
since the opposite situation has been observed in measurements of electronic specific heat
and Iiall coefficient. The dynamics of the fully spin-polarized electrons (or holes) with
retaining orbital degrees of freedom in the doped perovskite manganites thus gives rise to

Charge ordering and disordering
transitions in Prl-xCaxMn03
(x = 0.4) as investigated by optical
spectroscopy

unconventional metallic phase, the origin of which deserves for a further study.

4.1

Introduction

In this chapter. we discuss temperature and magnetic field dependence of oplical speetr>1
in the colossal magnetoresistive manganite, Prl_xCax\lnOJ

1· -

0.4. First. let us lTl>lk"

a brief introduction again about the phase diagram of the charge ordering/disordering
transitions and clarify routes "·e had adopted within the electronic phase diagmm in the
optical measurements. Figure 4.1 (a) shows the phase diagram in the tempemture and
magnetic field plane for Prl_xCax:'vIn03 (x = 0.4)

Ii 71.

This compound undergoes lhe

charge/orbit'11-ordering transition at Teo'" 235K under zero field, and the nominal \ln 3 .
and \In"- species ,1I"e regularly arranged below Teo ,1S shown in the Fig. 4.1{b). Upon til<'
charge ordering. d3x'_" and d3y'_'.' orbitals at \ln J- site >He ,1 Iternati vely ordered in the

air

plane [301, as also shown in Fig. 4.1{b). As the temperature is decreased, antiferrom>1gnetir
spin ordering subsequently occurs (TN'" 170 K, a closed triangle in Fig. 4.I{a)). The
pattern of spin ordering below

T."

is so called C' E-type 130. 11 I. (To be precise on lhe

basis of the neutron diffraction measurement 1301, the direction of the spin is canted frolll
LI7
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(I)

the c-axis by 20 - 30 degree.) With the decrease of temperature below T.~. the canted
anti ferromagnetic ordering occurs at T CA•

::::

(a)

250

40K (an open triangle in Fig. -1.1 (b). This

order is perhaps a consequence of incommensurate hole-doping level (x < I 2) and in the
l'

Tomioka et al.

200

= 12 crystal such a canted magnetic order has not been observed 131]. Under the external

g

magnetic field. the CO state is transformed into a ferromagnetic metallic state as mentioned

TN

~ 150

before. The hatched region in the Fig. 3.1(a) shows a field-hysteresis characteristic of the
first-order ph'1sc transition. For cxample, the insulator-metal transition (l'dT) is observed

!

at 6.4 T and 1.2 T in the field-increasing and decreasing run. respecti\·e!y.

f-.

~ 100

Hereafter,

wc show vari>1tion of the optical spectra along the two routes in the H - T plane, which
50

both cause the charge ordering/disordering transition, as shown in the upper panel of Fig.

o .o<t·

temperature, 30 K.

0

Temperature dependence of optical spectra

Figure -1.2 shows optical conductivity spectrum (O'(w») in Prl_xCax\'ln03 (1; = 0.4) for
Ellb <lnd Ellc <It 10 K. (Spiky structures below 0.06 eV are due to optical phonon modes.)
In the CO state at 10 K (viewed <lS the graound state), the difference between the I>- and
c-axis polarized O'(w) becomes large reflecting the anisotropy of the ordering pattern of the

Charge ordered
insulator

t

•

4.1: (I) zero-ficld cooling (ZFC) run and (2) field-increasing and decreasing at a constant

4.2

Pr'_xCa,.Mn03 x=OA

Ferromagnetic
metal

t. ,0

M~gnetic Fieli(T)

12

(b)

~b

c

charge. spin. and orbitals (see Fig. 4.1 (b». The most notable anisotropic feature is that

o

Mn"

each O'(w) has a different onset energy (6). To be more quantitative, we have estimated

•

Mn"

e<lch 6 (6 b ,)nJ 6 c ) by extrapolating linearly the rising p'Ht of the I>- and c-axis polarized
0'(.... ) to the abscis5') ,15 shown by d<lshed lines in Fig. -1.2(b). It is reasonable to consider
that the 6

b

is dominated by the optical transition of d3x'_r' (or d3y'_"') electron to the

neighboring ~ln"~ site with a parallel spin (see Fig. 4.1(b). The d3x'_'" (d3Y'-r') electron
C<ln Iwrdly hop along the c-axis due to a small transfer integral as well as to a large on-site
coulomb energy. The excess electrons which are introduced into the CE-type CO state by
decrc<lsing from 1:= 1/2 Me likely to occupy the d3 =,

,., orbital of the \ln4+ site [30], so that

the 6 c originates from the intersite transition of such excess d3

=,_,., electrons.

The facl of

Figure 4.1: (a): The temperature and magnetic phase diagram of Pr'_xCao)vln03 (x = 0.4)
derived from ref 171. The hatched area shows a field-hysteresis region. A closed triangle
denotes the Neel temperature 7;~, and an open one the canted anti ferromagnetic transition
temperature T CA ' (b): collineM CE-type spin and charge ordering structure. The hatched
lobes show the orientation of d3x'-r' and d3y'_'" ot"bitals. (see text)

6

e
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< 6 b implies that the effective intersite Coulomb correlation is larger for the in-plane

than that for the c-axis in such a discommensurated CO state. Under these circumstances,
the charge-gap energy (26 9"p) should be assigned to 6 e (::::eO.18 eV) in the ground state.
This gap-energy is quite comparable to that of CO state of other 3d tl"<,nstion metal oxides,
e.g., Fe3O" (::::e 0.14 eV)

[5.51 and LaS/3Srl/3Ni04 (::::e 0.24 eV) [63], and such gap-value in the

mid-infrared region is probably characteristic of the CO state in the 3d strong correlated
electron system.
"ext, let us discuss the temperature dependence of the optical spectra. Figure 4.3(a)
and (b) show the temperature dependence of optical conductivity spectra (10 K-293 K)
in Prl

xCa.L~lnOJ

(x = 0.4) for Ellb[(a)) and Ellcl(b)], respectively. With the increase of

tcmpcrature from 10K, the weight of Irpolarized u(w) around 0.2 eV is increased and the

Prl-xCaxMn03, x=OA

10K

shape of thc spcctrum becomes gaplcss-like above Teo. The onset cnergy of u(w) shifts to
lowcr energy "s thc temperature increases, indicating a continuous decrease of the optical

EI/c

gap in the CO st"tc. Such a temperature dependence of u(w) resembles that of the CO
system. LaS3Srl/3Ni04 [631. On thc other hand, the onset energy of c-polarized u(w) moves
to higher encrgy like the Irpolarized spectra with the decrease of temperature from Teo to

To".

but shifts to rathcr lower energy below T,,,. (The c-polarized u(w) at 10K lI·as drawn

with a bold linc in Fig. 4.3(b).) This result indicates that the magnetic ordering affects
the evolution of the c-polarized optical spectra.

Ellb

We have estimated thc 6-valuc by linearly extrapolating the rising-part of u(w) to the
abscissa as shown by dashed lines in Fig. 4.2(a). We plot in Fig. 4.4(a) thus obtained 6values as a function of temper·ature. For comparison, we show in Fig. 4.4 (b) the temperature
depcndcncc of rll"gnetic susceptibility

Cd

0.5
Photon Energy (eV)

and its anisotropy. r\bove 7~o, the magnitude of

\. is f"irly l<1I"ge due to the double-exch<1nge mechanism. Once the ch<1l"ge-ordering occurs

(T < Teo), however. the \:-value is abruptly suppressed, because thc double-exchange
interaction is cssentially qucnched. While anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility was
scarcely obscl"l"cd in thc paramagnetic state (T > T,,,), there exists a clear anisotropic
feature in the tcmperature rcgion lowcr than

T". The A me"sured under Hllc is decreased

with a cusp structure at 7~ but under Hllb is almost constant bel 011· T~. indicating that

Figure 4.2: Optical conductivity spectra at the graound state of CO state (10 K).
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an easy axis of sublattice magnetization approximately directs the c-axis. (The increase in

X below T "" lOOK is due to the canted anti ferromagnetic order [:31J.) These results are

)3

consistent with those of the neutron scattering measurements [30].

(a) Ellb

Keeping the above in mind, let us discuss the T-dependence of (11<' anisotropic 6-value

1000

(the Fig. 4.4(a)). In the whole temperature region below 1~o, the 6 c-values are always

2-

smaller than 6

>,

:~

g

]

500

b.

With decre,)sing temperature, 6 b is monotonically increased and scarcely

affected by the anti ferromagnetic spin-ordering in ab-plane. By contnlsL. the 6

c

decreased belm,' T,,,. perhaps because the c-axis hopping of tilt' excess d3 =2

carriers is

u

favored by the ferromagnetic spin-ordering along the c-axis beloll'

]

m"y be viell'ed

D..

interaction in the electron-doped CO state (J'

o

4.3
(b) EI/c

I

is rather

TN (sec Fig. 4.1 (b)). This

a consequence of one-dimension,)1 (along the c-axis) double-exchange

< 0.5).

Magnetic field dependence of optical spectra

The next issue to be discussed is the variation and collapse of the gap structure in the course

,8
2-

of the magnetic field-induced niT in a Prl_xCax:dnOJ (x = 0.4) crystal at 30 K (sec the
route (2) in Fig. 4.1(a)). We show the magnetic field dependence of b- and c-polarized

>,

j

,)S

,2

R('-<1) at 30 K in Fig. 4.5(a) and (b), respectively. A spiky structure around 0.06 e\' is
due to the highest-lying oxygen phonon mode. In both the b- and c-polarized R('-<1). the

400

infrared reflectivity is gradually increased with a field up to 6 T, and ,)bruptly transformed

o

u

into the metallic one between 6 and 7 T. Such a huge speclml ch,)nge with

]

,111

external

magnetic field over ,1 wide photon energy region up to 3 eV (,)S it we"e magnelochTomism)

8-

has seldom been observed so f,H. We show the b- and c-polarized O'(w) spectra deduced

a

0.5
Energy (eV)

Figure 4.3: The temperature-variation of the optical conductivity spectra in a single crystal
of Prl_rCaxMnOJ (x = 0.'1) for (a) Ellb and (b) Ellc polarization.

by K-K analysis in Fig. 4.6(a) and (b), respectively. With incn'asing of Ilwg,wtic field.
the onset of 0'('-<1) gmdually shifts to lower energy. and at 7 T thl' 0'('-<1) undergol's a large
change into a metallic band,

,)S

expected from the variation of R('-<1). We estimated 6 by

means of the same extrapolating procedure as in the analysis of ZFC spectra.
We shOll' in Fig. 4.7(a) a variation of 6-value with a magnetic fielJ at :30 K both for the
field-increasing and decre,)sing runs.
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Figure 4.4: (a): The temperature dependence of energies of polarized gap transition, 6 b
(closed circle) 6 c (open one), in Prl_xCax 1n03 (x = 0.4). (b): The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility X and its anisotropy.

o

1

.. "- -------2

3

Photon Energy (eV)

Figure 4.5: (a) [(b)l: The magnetic field dependence of b lei-polarized reneclivity spectra
of Prl_xCaxMn03 (1; = 0.4) at 30 K.
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For comparison. we show in Fig. 4.7(b) the magnetic field dependence of resistivity (p)
along the
Field increasing run

7T

......-----

6
()
"I

at 30 K. The applied mal,'11etic field was parallel to the

~axis

as in the

Above 6.5 T the p-value is metallic ("" 5 x 10-"0 em) and no longer affected by further

6T
5T
4T

I

~axis

optical measurements. The p steeply drops between 5 and 6.5 T in the field-increasing run.

increasing of the field, indicating the occurence of the fully spin-polarized metallic state.
The observed variation of optical spectra is consistent with this nlilgnetoresistive behavior.
~

G

As mentioned above, the c,-value (30 K, 0 T) is different between along the

~0.5

axis by "" 0.18 eV. The difference is gradually decreased ,,·ith a ITlilgnetic field and both

and c-

the C,b- and C,c-values become zero almost continuously dt 6.;', T in the field-increasing
run. These results clearly indicate that the order parameter of the CO state. which can
hardly be probed by resistil'ity measurements, continuously decreases and the anisotropy

30 K, Ellb

of C, is suppressed with the magnetic field. In the field-decn"lsing run, the gap-opening
is observed below the critical field between 4.5 and 4 T, in accord 'lgain with the field-

Field increasing run

"I----6
()
"I

hysteretic behavior of the resistivity. However, the 6

b

and c'c are rather comparable and

obviously less than the C,b in the field-increasing run. This irreversible beh<lvior is perhaps
due to the strong first-order nature of the present field-induced transiton. bllt consistent
with a difference in the resistivity values of the CO state bet,,·een the field-incredsing <lnd

G
r')

a

decreasing runs.

:20.5
::3

the O"(w) (or R(w)) drastically changes from a gap-like to a Illetallic fe'lture Mound 6.5

It is worth noting here that the c,-value gradually changes with <l mdgnetic field while

'---"'

1'. Such a large energy-scale change upon the IMT is reminiscent of the \Iott tr<lnsition

30 K, EI/c

°
Figure 4.6: (d) [(b)l: The magnetic field dependence of b Icl-polarized optical conductivity
spectra at 30 K deduced by Kramers-Kronig analysis.

in the electron correl<1led system. As in <l barely metallic stdte near the \Iott transition,
the spectral sh<lpe of O"(w) 'lt 7 T. where the metallic felTom<lgnetic st<lte is realized, is
only moderately dependent on w. being far from a simple' Drllde shape. The v'llue of the
dc-conductivity (0"(0)) <It 30 K <lnd I T is "" 2 x JOJO

'Clll

I

(sp(' Fig. '1.1(b)) 'Ind merely

dbout twice the vdlue of O"(w) <It 0.06 eV. These results imply that the ch<lrge dyn<lmics in
the field induced metallic state is highly diffusive or incoherent [61J. which is also consistent
""ith the results of Ldl_xSrx\ln03 near the metal-insulator ph<lse bounddr)" [GOI·
This <lnomaly below T~ is due to the spin-ordering structure of modified C' E-type:
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namely, ferromagnetic along the c-axis but anti ferromagnetic in the air-plane. The x=0.4
compound shows the magnetic field-induced insulator to metal transition and we have investigated the electronic-structural change at 30 K with an external magnetic field. Both
the b- and c-polarized spectra drastically change from an insulating IO\\'-reflectivity to a
metallic high-reflectivity band at 6.5 T. The magnitude of 6 b and 6

c

obtained from the

respective a(w) gradually decrease with a magnetic field and disappears at 6.5 T. These results indicate the rather continuous change in the electronic structure from the anisotropic
cha rge-ordered sta te to the isotropic ferromagnetic metal.

<l

4.4

Summary

In summary, we have observed the variation of optical spectra and their anisotropy with
ITwgnetic field for a single crystal of Prl_xCaxMn03 (x = 0.4). 1n the ground state of the
charge ordered (CO) state (10 K), 6
is smaller than 6

b,

c

(the onset energy of c-polarized optical conductivity)

which is anticipated from the proposed spatial pattern of the charge

and orbital ordering in the CO state. The optical gap energy at 10 K is estimated as "" 0.18
eV, which is comparable to other CO systems. As the temperature is decreased, 6
on increasing while the 6 c begins to rather decrease below

T~.

b

This anomaly below

keeps

T"

is

dlle to the spin-ordering structure of modified OE-type; namely, ferromagnetic along the
c-axis bill anti ferromagnetic in the ab-plane. We have investigated the electronic-structUl"al
change in the course of the magnetic field-induced insulator-metal transition at 30 K. Both
the b- and c-polarized spectra drastically change from an insulating low-refiectivity to a
metallic high-rellcctivity band at 7 T over a wide photon energy region (0.05 eV-3 eV).
The magnitude of 6

b

and 6

c

obtained from the respective a(w) gradually decrease with a

magnetic field and dis<lppears ilt 6.5 T. These results indicate the rather continuous change
in the electronic structure from the ilnisotropic CO state to the isotropic ferromagnetic
met<ll.

Q

10-2

Charge ordered
insulator

. Metal

30K
1O-4 !;----------<---2:':--------'--+4- - ' - - - 7--'-----;8
6
0
R(T)
Figure 4.7: (a): The magnetic field dependence of the 6 b (closed symbols) and 6 b (open
ones) in the field-increasing run (circles) and decreasing run (squares) for Prl_xCax!\,ln03
(x = 0.4). (b): The magnetic field dependence of resistivity (p).

Chapter 5
Photo-induced insulator metal
transition in PrO.7CaO.3Mn03
5.1

Introduction

Since a discovery of colossal magnetoresistance (Mil) phenomena, pcrovskite-type manganese oxides have been of current interest. Among a large number of manganites, Prl_xCa,) In03
system shows various interesting spin-charge coupled phenomena, such as real space chargeordering/disordering transitions controlled by an external magnetic field, as menLioned before. In the charge-ordered (CO) state, nominal Mn:J+ and :Vln"+ species are alternately
arrauged and the strong carrier localization takes place. Such a CO state is most stabilizcd
at x=0.5 and the dcviation of the doping levcl

1;

from the comJrlpnsurate valuc (J'= 1/2)

\\'eakens the robustness of the charge-ordering. ReccnLly, Tomioka c/. al. revealed that
the CO state C,ln 'melt' into a double-exchange ferromagnetic metallic (F\I) state

1151

under external magnetic field, and that such a phase transition is of first order with a
large hysteresis [581. 1"lore lately, it has been observed that such a phase transition can
be triggered by other external stimuli than a magnetic field: Keimer and his coworkers
found the insulator-metal (1-1--,1) transition by illumination lI'ith X-r'ay in the 1;0.:3 crystal

[321, and Asamitsu cl ai, observed that the conductivity in the S'lme compound sholl'S ,1n
abrupt incre<lse lI'ith incre'lse of electric field [591. Another example is the 1-\1 transition
triggered by 'photocarrier injecLion' with visible-II\. laser 1331·
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These results, which are interesting also in the light of the technical application, are

63
Below Teo::::: 200 K, the R in the x=0.3 compound shows insulating behavior in

run.

summarized by schematic diagrams as shown in Fig. 5.1. Such phase transitions from the

both the running. This result clearly indicates that the 1.2 tesla of magnetic field itself

CO insulating state to the F\I one are of first order with a large hysteresis. The energy

cannot realize the FI-.I state at any temperature and a simple scenario such as laser-induced

levels of the two states are almost degenerate in the hysteresis region. which suggests that

heating is excluded in this system. Hereafter, we discuss the nature of photo-induced 1-\1

external stimuli (and their combination) can switch the electrical (I-:'v[) as well <IS magnetic

transition at 30 K under 1.2 T in the x=0.3 crystal.

(anti ferromagnetic-ferromagnetic) state. Thus, the Prl_xCaxMn03 system offers a versatile
stage of 'phase control'.
Figur-e 5.2 shows time dependence of voltage drop caused by irradiation of a laser pulse

5.2

Photo induced insulator metal transition

at :lO K investigated by Miyano et al. [331. The value of the voltage drop W<lS measured

To be highlighted in this section is the I-M transition with photo-excitation in Pro.,Cao.3~ln03'

across <I 50 n load resister as depicted in the inset and the applied voltage 11 V is much

Figure 5.5(a) shows temporal variation of the resistance (R) after a pulsed photo-excitation

smaller than the critical voltage at which the electric field-induced 1-:-1 transition takes

under a magnetic field of 1.2 T. (

place. The voltage drop rapidly increases up to :::::2 V just after the photo-excitation and

laser pulse.) There is scarcely magnetoresistance effect under 1.2 T at any temperature in

0

voltage was applied when the sample W,1S shot with a

such anomalous photocurrent once decays very slowly. Ilowever, the voltage drop across

this compound, and the R-value at 30 K is very large (> 1 Cn) before the photo-excitation.

the sample gradually increases '1gain after::::: 30 /.l.S, and is eventually stabilized around 7.8

With a single laser shot, however, the R drastically decre'1Ses by more than nine orders of

arrow. The final sample resistance is:::::5 n and much smaller than that

m<lgnitude, indicating that the photo-induced 1-lvl transition takes place. Such a large de-

before the photo-excitation (> 1 Cn). These results c1e<lrly indicate that the 1-:'-1 transition

Vas intlic<lted by

crease of R continues until :::::100 s and it seems that the time scale of the decre'1Se becomes

<111

is re'1lized by the photoc<lrrier injection into the CO state.

Such a highly conductive

st<lt, returns to the insulating one when the applietl voltage is removed. It is likely that

more gradual after that. The latter slow variation of

R is perhaps not directly relating to

the photo-excitation, but is characteristic of the metastable state under the magnetic field,

the electric curreut sustains the metallic domains produced by the photocarrier injection,

where the M shows gradual change as well (v'ide infra). The R-value finally decreases

forming current paths against the back pressure from the insulating (CO) medium. In

down to ::::: 103n after about five hours. Such a highly conductive state is pres rved even

fact, the threshold laser power for the photo-induced phase transition was observed to be

after the magnetic field is removed. This is in contrast to the case of the photo-induced

retluced with increase of the <lpplied electric field. This result is very interesting, but the

transition under an electric field. We show in Fig. 5.5(b) temperature dependence of R (in

I-~I

problell1 is that it is difficult to investigate the electronic properties of such photo-induced

the warming run) after photo-excitation under zero magnetic field. (The measurement 1I'<1S

highly conducti ve state in det'1il because the applied field is indispensable to keep the FyI

done during a much shorter period than the time scale of the gradual decrease of R,) The

st<lte. In this chapter, \I'e investigate the I-M transtion with photo-exci tation under 1.2 T

R-value shows an a.brupt jump just below :::::70 K, which is consistent with the critical tem-

of magnetic field instead of the electric filed in Pr'_xCax~ln03 (1'=0.3) crystal, <lnd discuss

perature for the magneto-transport measurements (see the inset of Fig. 5.3). This result

the l'Iec! ric <lnd nwgnetic response of the photo-injected CO state.

clearly indicates that such a photo-induced conductive plwse coincides with the F~I sta.te

Hefore the discussion of the photo-induced transition, we sholl' in Fig. 5.3 the temperature
dependence of n'sistallce (R) under 1.2 T in the temperatur-e increasing- and decrC<1sing-

realized by a magnetic field. The large difference of the time scale of the photo induced
[_~I[

transition between under electric field (::::: ILS, see Fig. 5.2) and under magnetic one
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Figure 5.1: Exotic ph'lse control achieved in Prl_zCazMn03 system.

Figure 5.2: Time evolution of the resistance in Prl_zCa",Mn03, x = 0.3 after a single shot
of 1.2 eV laser pulse. An arrow denotes the value of the final voltage drop (from Ref. 133J).
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(:;:"s, see Fig. 5..5) perhaps results from the different roles of these external fields during the
photo-induced 1-:\1 transition: the electric field plays an important rol" in making current
paths betll'een F:VI domains as well as weakening the CO state, lI'h"re'ls the magnetic field
only weakens the robustness of the charge-ordering. It is worth noting here that the time
scale of the 1-:\1 transition lI'ith irradiation of X-ray (:;:"s) 132J is consistent lI'ith the latter

Prl-xCaxMn03
x=O.3

C'lse. There is a supporting evidence that the Ft-.I state is realized with photo-excit'llion.
\Ve sholl' in Fig. 5.6 the time dependence of the .\1 under 1.2 T in Pro.7Cao.3\lnO~.

(\Ve

made use of a SQUID magnetometer for the measurement.) The r"I'ltively large value of

FW,FC 1.2T

the M (:;:" 0.88/La/Mn site, see Fig. 5.4) is due to the canted antiferronwgnetic ordering
as mentioned before. Three arrows indicates the timing of the pulse photo-excitation. and

Vapp = IV
R1oad= IOQ

all the measurements were done successively for the identical sample lI'ith intermittent
zero-field warming (up to 300 K) between events of the laesr illumination. For cOlllpi1rison, we also sholl' the time dependence of 111 with closed circles without photo-irradiation.
As the time increi1ses, the 111 also shows gri1dui11 increi1se, indic,)ting that the CO state
under 1.2 T is metastable in nature, decaying very slowly. The .\I-vi1lue jumps upon the
photo-excitation by:;:" 1'7<, indicating that the li1ser illumination c1ei1dy induces ferroll1agnetic domains (3.5f.La/Mn site, see Fig. 5.4). The qUi1ntity of the cJ"<'ated F\I dOIl1i1ins are
roughly reasonable considering the laser spot (:;:,,1 mm¢), penetration depth estimated from
an optical spectrum (:;:" 0.2 /~m), and the total sample volull1e (:;:" 3 x 10'

4

cm~). Such an

incre'lse of the .\1 cannot be attributed to simple laser-heating because the .\1 arising from

1OOO~--'----:;l,-;!;O"'O--L-...----;:;-2±oo~---.L..-~300

the canted anti ferromagnetic ordering would decrease upon heating. These results clearly
indicate photo-induced fi1inal state is ferromagnetic.

Temperature (K)
5.3
Figure 5.3: Temperature dependence of resistivity in Pro.7Cao.3Mn03under 1.2 1'. Inset
shows the electronic phase diagram of the compound in the temperature vs. lTwgnetic field
pl,)ne.

Summary

\Ve have studied the electronic-structural chi1nge from a charge ordered (CO) to i1 ferromi1gnetic meti1l1ic (F\I) st,)te lI'ith photo-exciti1tion in Pr, xCi1x\lnO~ (J; 0.3). \Ve l1<1ve
presented some evidences thi1t the CO state can be transformed into thl~ F\l one with
photo-excitation. Resistance dmstically decre'lses with a single shot of visible/I R laser.
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Figu"e 54: Ivlagnetic field dependence of the magnetization in P"o,;C"OJNlnOJat 30 K.

Figure 5.5: (a): Time evolution of the resist,'nce in Pro,;C"o.JMn03under 1.2 T "fter
photo-excitation. (b): The lemperature dependence of the resistance in the zero-field
\\,c1rJnillg-rull.
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The lime scale of such an insulator-metal transition depends on thc typc of the external
field (electric or magnetic), which tends to destabilize the CO state and hence promote
the photo-induced transition. 1\[agnetization shows a conspicuous increase with the photoexcitation by a pulsed laser beam, clea.r1y indicating that the photo-gencrated mctallic
state is ferromagnetic. These observations show that Prl_xCaxi\ln03 is promising as a new
intriguing photoacti\'e system as well ',s colossal magnetoresisti\'c lTl11l<'rial

Prl-xCaxMn03, X=O.3

~ 0.91
P:l
:::t

c::
.S

0.9

~
.~
d)

c::

CO

ro

:2

0.88

0

Photo-excitation

1.2T,30K
2000

Figlll'e 5.6: Evolution of rTl11gnetization by photo-excitation under 1.2 T a.nd 30 K in
Pro.,C"o.3Mn03· Arrows show the timing of a pulse photo-excitation.

Chapter 6
Conciusions
[n this thesis, lI·e have investigated optical properties of two types of the perovskite manganite: one is the conventional double-exchange ferromagnet, Lal_xSrxlllnOJ, and the other tht'
typical magnetoresistive manganite which shows charge-ordering/disordering ph,)se transition, Prl_xCaxYln03system. The major results are listed as follows;
l>

We have investigated the optical spectra for single crystals with

e\·en below Te ), 0.175 (barely metallic below

7~

1"

= 0.1 (insulating

but semiconducting above

7~).

and 0.:1

(metallic) to unravel the electronic structure and its variation with band filling (J) and
tem perat ure.
• For the

1:

= 0.1 compound, the spectral lI·eight is increased in the mid-infn1red region

lI·ith decrease of temperature below Te , and the typical energy (0.5 eV) of the mid-infrared
band is considered as representing the binding energy of the polarons which may arise from
the .Jahn-Teller coupling.
• In the metallic cryswls.

J.

0.175 and 0.:1. the conductivity spectra sholl· a criticdlly

temperature-dependent transfer of the spectral weight from the interb'llld excit,)tion jJdf"l
to the intraband one relating to the exclwnge-split conduction bands over ,) wide photon
energy region (approximately 2 eV for

J;

= 0.17.5 and 09 eV for

J.

0.3).

• The intraband transitions in the metallic phase, \I"hich dominate the spectrum up to
:::::: 1 eV. is far from the conventional Drude spectrum but should mostly be considered as
an highly diffussive or incoherent part and the real Drude part is discernible bel 011· 0.0-1 eV
73

but with anomalously small spectral weight, which cannot be elucidated in the light of the
simple double exchange model or the dynamical Jahn- Teller coupling effect.
[>

We have observed the variation of optical spectra and their anisotropy ,,·ith tem-

perature and external magnetic field for a single crystal of PrO.6CaO... ~rnOJ. which shows
charge-ordering/disordering plwse transtion.

Chapter 7

• In the ground state of the charge ordered (CO) state (10 K), 6 c (the onset energy of
c-polarized optical conductivity) is smaller than 6 b , which is expected from the proposed
spatial pattern of the charge and orbital ordering in the CO state. The optical gap energy
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at JO K is estimated as "" 0.18 eV, which is comparable to other CO systems.
• As the temperature is decreased, 6

b

keeps on increasing while the 6 c begins to rather

decrease below TN. This anomaly below T. is due to the spin-ordering structure of modified
CE-type; namely, ferromagnetic along the c-a.xis but anti ferromagnetic in the ab-plane.
• Both the b- and c-polarized spectra drastically change from an insulating low-refiectivity
to a metallic high-reflectivity band at 7 T over a wide photon energy region (0.05 eV-3
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eV).
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b
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from the anisotropic CO state to the isotropic ferromagnetic metal.
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